Instructions for LCD Alarm Clock

To Set Time
Slide the LOCK/SET switch to SET position. Press the TIME button until the display is flashing, and the icon "Q" appears, then press HOUR or MINUTE buttons to set the time correctly. Slide the LOCK/SET switch back to LOCK position.

To Set Alarm
Slide the LOCK/SET switch to SET position. Press the ALARM button until the display is flashing, and the icon "O" and "AL" appear, then press HOUR or MINUTE buttons to set the alarm time correctly. Slide the LOCK/SET switch back to LOCK position.

To Use Alarm
Slide the ALARM ON/OFF switch to ON position until the icon "O" appears. The alarm will sound at the time set. To shut off the alarm, slide the ALARM ON/OFF switch to OFF position until the icon "O" disappears. Slide the VOLUME HI/LO switch to set alarm volume.

To Stop Alarm
Press HOUR or MINUTE button when the alarm is sounding, the alarm will stop and sound again next day.

To Use Snooze
Press SNOOZE/LIGHT/TALK Button when the alarm is sounding, the snooze signal "O" is blinking, which means the snooze function is activated. The alarm will stop and sound again every 10 minutes. You can repeat the snooze function as many times as you like.

Alarm sound selection
Press the HOUR button to select alarm sound (Rooster, Steady-Beep, Cuckoo).

Hourly Announcement
Press the Minute (HR Report ON/OFF) button once, the icon "O" will show on the upper left corner of display means this function is activated.

To Use the Display Back Light
Press and hold the SNOOZE/LIGHT/TALK Button, it will announce current time and green soft back-light will glow for visual display at night.

Safety Instructions
The apparatus should not be exposed to dripping or splashing. No objects filled with liquids, such as vases, shall be placed on the apparatus.
Ventilation - The appliance should be situated so that its location or position does not interfere with its proper ventilation. For example, the appliance should not be placed on a bed, sofa, rug, or similar surface that may block the ventilation openings; or, placed in a built-in installation, such as a bookcase or cabinet that may impede the flow of air through the ventilation openings.
The appliance should be situated away from heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other appliance (including amplifiers) that produce heat.
Power-Cord Protection - Power supply cords should be routed so that they are not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or against them, paying particular attention to cords at plugs, convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from the appliance.
Disconnect from mains supply when not in use.
To avoid the risk of electric shock, do not remove the cover of the apparatus. There are no user serviceable parts inside. Do not operate this product if the mains lead is damaged. The mains lead must be replaced by the manufacturer or its appointed agent.
Please read the instruction manual before use and retain for future reference.
The rating label is on the unit's bottom.
During electro static discharge, the product may auto reset then adjust the mode to return normal operation.
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